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A L-design is a family B,, B,, . . . . B, of subsets of X= { 1,2, . . . . v} such that 
IBi n B,I =A for all i # j and not all blocks are of the same size. Ryser’s and 
Woodall’s I-design conjecture states that each I-design can be obtained from a 
symmetric block design by complementing with respect to a fixed block. It is known 
that in I-designs the replication numbers of the treatments can take only two dif- 
ferent values and, if there are e r, e2 treatments with the same replication number, 
e, + e2 = v, then e, e2 $ n(v - 1). We give new characterizations of l-designs. In par- 
ticular, we prove that the conjecture is true for a design D if and only if e,ez = 
A(v - 1) holds in D and obtain new structural conditions equivalent to the conjec- 
ture, thereby strengthening previous results by Woodall, Kramer, and Bridges. 
0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1.1. A A-design D is a pair (X, L) such that 
(i) X= { 1, 2, . . . . a}, IL1 = u, and the elements of L are subsets of X 
(The elements of X are called treatments, and the elements of L are blocks.) 
(ii) forallB,, Bj~L, i#j, IBinBjI=A 
(iii) for all Bj E L, I Bj I = kj > ,I, and not all k,. are equal. 
I-designs were first defined by Ryser [Ry] and Woodall [Wo70]. The 
only known examples are obtained from symmetric block designs by the 
following complementation procedure. Let (X, S) be a symmetric (u, k, A’) 
design and let C,, ES be fixed. Then L = {Bc X: B= X\C, or B= 
(C\C,) u (C,\C) for some CE S> is the block system of a (k- I’)-design. 
I-designs obtained by this procedure are called type-1 designs. The l-design 
conjecture [Ry, Wo70] states that all A-designs are type-l. The conjecture 
was proven by deBruijn and ErdGs [BE] for d = 1, by Ryser [Ry] for 
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A= 2, and, in a series of papers by Bridges and Kramer [Br70, Kr69, BK], 
for 3 < 1~9. Singhi and Shrikhande [SS76] showed the validity of the 
conjecture for 1= prime. 
Throughout the paper, D denotes a I-design on u points. Ryser and 
Woodall independently proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. [Ry, Wo703. If D is a I-design then there exist integers 
rl , r2 such that rl + r2 = v + 1, and every treatment occurs either in rl blocks 
or in rz blocks. 
We say that a treatment i is in class n if its replication number is rn and 
use the notation ieWn. Numerous characterizations of type-l l-designs by 
assumptions on block sizes or intersections occur in the literature. The 
following is folklore. 
LEMMA 1.3. D is type-l if and only if v - 1 blocks are of size 2A, and the 
remaining block consists of all treatments of class n for n = 1 or 2. 
We mention two further results. 
THEOREM 1.4. [Wo70, Kr69]. Denote by rij the number of blocks 
containing the treatments i and j. Then D is type-l if and only if rV depends 
only on the class of i and j. 
THEOREM 1.5. [Br77]. D is type-l if and only if rii = A for all iEW,, 
je&. 
We shall characterize type-l I-designs by a relation among the 
parameters of the design and strengthen Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Let us 
denote by e, the number of treatments of class n. By Theorem 1.2, we have 
e, +e, =u=r, +r, - 1. (l-1) 
By counting the pairs of blocks both containing a fixed treatment, we 
obtain 
e, rl(rl - 1) + e2r2(r2 - 1) = AV(U - 1). (1.2) 
Using (l.l), (1.2) is equivalent to 
(e, -r2)(r1 -e,)=J.(u- l)-e,e,. (1.3) 
Since the left-hand-side of (1.3) is the product of two consecutive integers, 
e1e2 <<(v- 1). 
THEOREM 1.6. D is type-l if and only if (rf-rl)/(v- 1) or 
(r: - rz)/(u - 1) is an integer. 
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THFDREM 1.7. D is type-1 ifand only ife,ez =,I(u- 1). 
Reading the first version of this paper, W. G. Bridges pointed out that 
Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 as well as Lemma 3.7 (cf. Section 3) were announced 
by D. R. Woodall (cf. [Wo71, Theorems 3 and 4(c)]). Although we were 
unaware of this announcement and the proofs have never been published, 
the discussion on page 353 of [Wo71] indicates that Woodall used similar 
ideas to the ones developed in this paper. 
Also, we shall prove the following strengthening of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. 
W.l.o.g., we may assume that a treatment i is in class 1 if and only if i < e,. 
THEOREM 1.8. D is type-l if and only tf there exists a treatment i such 
that rii depends only on the class of j. 
THEOREM 1.9. D is type-l tf and only if one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(a) there exists i E %I such that the average of { rij: j > e,} is 1; 
(b) there exists i E %$ such that the average of (rij: j< e, } is il. 
A step toward proving the necessary and sufficient condition of 
Theorem 1.8 is the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1.10. (a) Let iEWI. Then more than harf of the numbers 
{rii: j> el} are equal to rr,(r2 - l)/(u - l)]. 
(b) Let ic G?$. Then more than half of the numbers { rii: j> e, > are 
equal to rrz(rz - l)/(u - l)]. 
The implications from left to right in Theorems 1.61.9 can be checked 
easily in type-l I-designs. The right to left implications of Theorems 1.6 
and 1.7 will be proven in Section 2, while Section 3 contains the proofs of 
the right to left implications of Theorems 1.8 and 1.9, and the proof of 
Theorem 1.10. 
For these proofs, we shall need some relations among the parameters. All 
of these equations were essentially obtained in [Ry] and [Wo70] (cf. 
[SS76, Kr74]). Suppose that ri > rz, and let 
Q=s>l. (1.4) 
It is known [Kr74] that p < A. The parameters of the design are most often 
expressed as functions of V, A, p. For our purposes, it will be more con- 
venient to use d = e, - r2 and write the other parameters as functions of d, 
1, p. Denote by kk, kz the number of class 1 (resp. class 2) treatments in 
B,. Clearly, k, = kk + kz. Then 
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(1.5) 
(1.6) 
e, =Ap--dp-p+1, (1.8) 
rl =Ap-dp-p+A+d+l, (1.9) 
Il+d 
r2 =I-d+- 
P ’ 
r*-rl r,p L 
u-l 
=-=Ap-(d+l)ps, 
P+l 
r1(r2 - 1) rl 
v-l 
=-=A-(d+l)s, 
P+l 
r:-r2 rz I dp-1 -=- =---- 
U-l Pfl P PPS-1’ 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
Let 
1 
R,= 1 - 
(m:i,jeB,) kn - A’ 
(1.15) 
Then R, depends only on the class of i and j. We use the notation R( 1) if 
i= j and i is in class 1; R(l, 1) if i# j and they are both in class 1; etc. 
R(l)=p+ 1, (1.16) 
R(2)=;+ 1, (1.17) 
R(L l)=p, (1.18) 
R(1,2)= 1, (1.19) 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
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2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.6 AND 1.7 
First, we prove Theorem 1.6. In type-l I-designs, if i, j, , j2 are arbitrary 
treatments with i #j,, jZ, j, E %, , and j, E $ then rii, + rij2 is exactly the 
replication number of i. Moreover, if {ri -rl)/(v- 1) is an integer and 
i E %r then rii,/rij2 = p and all blocks containing i are of the same size (in 
particular, implying that the arithmetic and harmonic means of these 
blocks sizes are the same). Similarly, if (rs - r.J/(v - 1) is an integer and 
ie C$ then rii,/rij2 = p and all blocks containing i are of the same size. This 
explains why we examine the expressions 
(2.1) 
Yi= c Joe, (r.+J+j,'fiii (r+-J. iE'is,, (2.2) 
ui= 1 
{m:icB,] ( 
k, -A-r, 
) p+l ’ 
iE$, (2.3) 
Y,= 1 j~P,rj+i (r+$2+ze, (rli -$r. i#. (2.4) 
Our first goal is to prove that either lJi = Y, = 0 for all i E WI or Ui = Yi = 0 
for all iEG&. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all treatments i, Ui 3 0 and equality holds if and only if 
all blocks containing i are of the same size. 
Proof. By the inequality between the arithmetic and harmonic means of 
(k, -;I: iEB,), using (1.16) and (1.17). 1 
The next lemmas establish the connection between Ui and Yi. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let i E V$. Then 
04 Cjzel,jfi y r.. = r2(e2 - l)/(p + 1) + U,p/(p - I), 
(b) Cj~~,r~=rze~pl(p+1)-uil(p-1), 
(C) Cj+ir~=r:(~p+~-l))l(p+l)+ Ui* 
Prooj. 
(4 Cjzel,jZirii=Cj>el,jZiC(m:i,jeB,) l =C(m:icBn)C{j:j>el,j+i,jsB,) l 
= C(m:iet+,,I (6 - 1) = r8 - 1) + C(m:isB,,,~ (km -~J)P/(P - 1) = 
r2U- - 1 - &lb + 1)) + UiPl(P - 1) = r2(e2 - 1 )/(p + 1) + Uip/(p - 1). (In 
the last three steps, we used (1.6) (1.14), (2.1), and (1.8).) 
(b) Analogous to the proof of (a). 
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(c) Let us fix a block B, such that i E B,. By Definition 1.1 (ii), 
~jcBm,j+irij = zjoB,,j+iC{n:i,joB,) 1 = C{n:ieBn) zjEBnnBm,j+i 1 = 
(r2 - l)(n - 1) i- km - 1. Hence cj+iri = ~fm:ie&,J zjeB,,j+irij = 
‘*((r2-1)(;1-1))+C~rn:iE~,~ (km-l) = r~(A-l)+C~m:icBm) (km-A) = 
r22(A-1)+riP/(P+1)+Ui = ri(lp+1-l)/(p+l)+Ui. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let iEWI. Then 
(a) C I< el, j# irij = rIteI - l) P/b + 1) - uil(P - 112 
(b) Cjze,rii=r,e2/(P+l)+UiPI(P-l), 
(C) C,zir~=r:(lp+1--)/(p+l)+ Ui. 
ProojI Analogous to the proof of the previous lemma. i 
LEMMA 2.4. Let i be any treatment. Then Yi = Ui. 
Proof: By (1.7), (1.8), and Lemmas2.2, 2.3. fi 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that (r: - rz)/(u - 1) = rz/(p + 1) is an integer, and 
let ie%$. Then Yi = Ui =O. 
Proof: By (2.2), Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.2(a), 
(2.5) 
By Lemma 2.1, the right-hand side of (2.5) is non-positive; moreover, since 
(rii - rJ(p + l))(rii - rJ(p + 1) - 1) is a product of two consecutive 
integers for all j E Wz, the left-hand side is nonnegative. Therefore both sides 
are equal to 0 and, by Lemma 2.4, Yi = Ui = 0. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Let D be a A-design and suppose that (rs - r2)/(u - 1) is 
an integer. Then D is type-l and a block of D contains all treatments of 
dass 1. 
ProoJ By (2.2) and Lemma 2.5, rii =r2p/(p + 1) for all i<e, <j. 
Hence, for all ic %‘r , Lemma 2.3(b) gives that r, e& + 1) + U,p/(p - 1) = 
r2e2d(p + 11, or 
u, = (p - 1)’ e2 
I 
P(P+l) ’ 
ViE$. (2.6) 
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By (2.6) and Lemma 2.3(a), (c), 
and 
(2.7) 
(2.8 1 
Since rti-(r, -r2p/(p+1)) is an integer for. all jog,,, lrii-(r, - 
r,p/(p + 1))I G (r, - (rl - r2p/(p f 1)))2. Therefore, from (2.7) and (2.8), 
I I 
dP-l - <dP-b-’ -- 
P P P+l (2.9) 
which implies d = 0. 
By (1.14), Lemma2.1, and Lemma2.5, IB,I =2A-d(p- l)/(p+ 1)) 
=21 for all blocks containing at least one treatment from class 2. On the 
other hand, if some B, does not contain any treatments from class 2 then 
k;l: = 0. By (1.6), I B, I = 1+ J/p and, since d = 0, B, consists of all 
treatments of class 1. Let us denote the number of blocks with (B, ( = 
,I + A/p by x. Then 
. (2.10) 
Solving this equation for x gives x = 1 and we can finish the proof by 
applying Lemma 1.3. 1 
Remark 2.7. (2.8) and some formulas of Section 3 were obtained using 
the algebraic manipulation program MACSYMA. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let D be a I-design and suppose that (rf - rl)/(u - 1) = 
r, p/(p + 1) is an integer. Then D is type-l and a block of D contains all 
treatments of class 2. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the previous one. From the identity 
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weobtainthat Yi=Ui=Oforalli~~,andr,j=r,/(p+l)forallide,<j. 
Hence 
and, by Lemma 2.2(a), (c), 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
and 
j>;j,i (r+ -&))‘= -(d+l)(P-1)s. (2.14) 
(2.13) and (2.14) imply that d + 1 = 0, so all blocks containing at least one 
treatment of class 1 are of size 212. Finally, we can conclude that there is 
exactly one block not containing any treatments of class 1 and this block 
comprises of all treatments of class 2. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. This theorem is an easy consequence of 
Theorem 1.6. By (1.3), ele2 =A(u- 1) is equivalent to de (0, -l}. d=O 
implies r2p/(p + 1) = A whence (rz - r2)/(u - 1) is an integer, while d= -1 
implies r,/(p + 1) = A whence (r: - rI)/(u - 1) is an integer. [ 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.8, 1.9, AND 1.10 
Theorem 1.10 will be an easy consequence of Eq. (2.5) and (2.11) while 
Theorem 1.9 will follow from an upper estimate of Ui. The proof of 
Theorem 1.8 is more involved: it will use a characterization of type-l 
A-designs similar to Theorem 1.6. By (1.11 k( 1.14), Theorem 1.6 is equiva- 
lent to the following. Let y, =d(p- l)/(p+ 1) and y,=(d+ l)(p- l)/(p+ 1). 
Then D is type-l if and only if (A- yl)/p or y, is an integer. In this section, 
we shall prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x1 = d(Ap-A.)/(lp+A-p) and x,=(d+ l)(Ap-A)/ 
(Ip + A- 1). Then D is type-l if and only if (A - x1 )/p or x2 is an integer, 
We start with the proof of Theorem 1.10. Let t, =rr,/(p + l)l- 
rll(p+ 1) and t2 =rr,l(p+ Wl-d(~+ 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. We can suppose that t I > 0 and t, > 0 
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otherwise, by Theorem 1.6, the design is type-l and all rij are equal to the 
stated bounds. 
(a) Let i E 9?r. From (2.11) we obtain 
C (r~-$)(rij--j-&-l)<O. 
j>e, 
(3.1) 
If rii=rrll(~+ 1)l for some C-e1 then (rii - rl/(p + 1)) 
(rij -rl/(p+ l)- 1) contributes -tl(l -tI) to the left-hand side of (3.1); 
for all otherj> e,, (rv - rl/(p + l))(rii - rr/(p + 1) - 1) contributes at least 
min(t,( 1 + tI), (1 - f,)(2 - t,)} > tI( 1 - tl). Hence, for more than eJ2 
treatments j of class 2, rU = rr,/(p + 1)l. 
(b) This part follows similarly from (2.5). 1 
We can get an upper estimate for Ui by estimating C(m:iC B,J k, from 
below. To this end, we introduce 
Vi = C (k, -21+X1), iE%TI (3.2) 
{m:i$B,} 
(x1 as in Theorem 3.1) and 
vi = c (k, -21+x,), iE%$. (3.3) 
{m:i$B,} 
LEMMA 3.2. For all treatments i, Vi 2 0 and equality holds if and only if 
all blocks not containing i are of the same size. 
Proof: The lemma follows from the inequality between the arithmetic 
and harmonic means of {k, --A: i$B,}, noting that by (1.21), (1.16), and 
(1.17), 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) For all ie 9TI, 
u, + v ,  = (P -  1)’ (el -  lb2 
I  I  
(p+ WP+J-PI’ 
(b) For all i E W2, 
u,+v,= (p-11)2e1(e2-l) 
I I (p+l)(Ap+;1-1)’ 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Proof. (a) By definition, Ui+Vi=e,r,+e,r,-r,(3,+r,/(p+1))- 
(rz - 1)(2A - x,) which, after some simplification, is equal to the right- 
hand side of (3.5). 
(b) Similar to the proof of (a). 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.9. (a) Let i be any treatment of class 1. By 
Lemmas 2.3(b) and 3.3(a), 
GC,zelrrlG r~ rl P(P- l)(e, - 1) 
p+l e2 p+l+(p+l)(lp+I--p). 
(3.7) 
Therefore, if the average of (rii: j>e,} is I, we obtain 
&(d+l)~, , <I<l-(d+l)p-l+p-l~p+~+d-~ - - 
p+l p+l &I+1-- 
* (3.8) 
The left-hand side inequality of (3.8) is equivalent to d+ 1 2 0, while the 
right-hand side one is equivalent to d< 0. Hence, by Theorem 1.7, the 
design is type-l. 
(b) Similar to the proof of (a). 1 
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 3.1. As usual, the implication from 
left to right can be checked easily in type-l A-designs. The first half of the 
proof of the converse (up to the appropriate version of Lemma 2.5) is 
similar to the proof of Theorem 1.6. However, the second half of the argu- 
ment breaks down in the case when x2 is an integer. This is the only point 
where we seem to lose the analogy between the handling of treatments in 
class 1 and class 2. Let us remark that the method we use for integer x2 
could have been used to finish the proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 but it 
does not work for the case when (1 -x,)/p is an integer. Moreover, since 
the formulas involved in the proofs are more complicated than in Section 2, 
we had to use MACSYMA extensively. 
For i E G$, let us define 
Zi = C (rij - rl + ;Ip - PX,)~ + 1 (rii - r2 + il- x2)2. (3.9) 
ise, j>el,j#i 
The constants in (3.9) are defined such that Zi = 0 when all blocks not 
containing i are of the same size. Similarly, for in %‘, , let 
Zi= 1 (ril-r, +1-xX,)*+ 1 TO--r2 +? 2. 
( > 
(3.10) 
j=Sel,j#i i>e, 
Using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, some straightforward but tedious calculations 
give the following result. 
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LEMMA 3.4. For all treatments i, Zi = Vi. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) Zf (A - x1)/p is an integer then Vi = Zi = 0 for all ieWI. 
(b) Zf x2 is an integer then Vi = Zi = 0 for all i E %$. 
Proof: (a) Let i be any treatment in class 1. By Lemmas 3.4, 2.3(b), and 
3.3(a), 
I-X, 
+- 
P 
(3.11) 
and, as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we can conclude that Vi = Zi = 0. 
(b) Similar to the proof of (a), using the identity 
C (rii-rl +~G--ppx~)~+ C ((rii-r, +1-x2) 
j<e1 j>el,j#i 
V. 
x(rv-r2+A--x,+1))= -2 
p-l’ I 
(3.12) 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that (A -x,)/p is an integer. Then d=O and the 
design is type- 1. 
Proof: By Lemmas 3.5(a) and 3.2, IB, 1 = 21 -x, for all blocks B, not 
containing all treatments of class 1. In particular, we obtain that x1 is an 
integer. On the other hand, if some B, contains all treatments of class 1 
then kk=e, =A+(A+d)/p and, by (1.5), (1.6), k, =r2 and kit,= -d. 
Thus d < 0. From the fact that the sum of block sizes is elr, + e2r2, we 
obtain that the number of blocks with k, = r2 is 
1- ddrl -1) 
ilp(e, - 1) - dp’ 
(3.13) 
All the information we need from (3.13) is that if d<O then there are at 
least two blocks of size r2. Since two such blocks contain all treatments of 
class 1 and their intersection is ,I, e, < 1. Hence d < 0 implies A+ d < 0. 
By (3.10) and Lemma 3.5(a), rij = r2 - (1 -x,)/p for all i< el c j. There- 
fore, from Lemma 2.2(b), 
ui = 
d(p-- l)‘e, 
(P+l)(~P+1-PP) 
ViE%Z2. (3.14) 
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Using this value and Lemma 2.2, some number crunching (mostly done by 
MACSYMA) gives 
= ( A-X, I-X, r.. -- 1, r..--+ 1 j>ec.j+i P rl P > 
= -d(~-l)((~+d)(~-l)e~ +(d+l)W-P)) 
(b+A-d2 
(3.15) 
The left-hand side of (3.15) is non-negative. On the other hand, if d < 0 
then the right-hand side is negative since 2 + d < 0 and d + 1 < 0. Thus the 
only possibility is d = 0 and, by Theorem 1.7, the design is type-l. 1 
In the case when x2 is an integer, an analogous proof attempt breaks 
down at the step corresponding to (3.15). As we shall see, the proof for 
thise case is simpler than the proof of Theorem 3.6; unfortunately, this 
simpler idea cannot be used in the case when (1 -x,)/p is an integer. 
The following lemma is implicitly included in [Wo71, Theorem 33. 
LEMMA 3.7. O<t,=rr,/(p+l)]-r,/(p+l)~(p-l)/(p+l). 
ProoJ OQ t2 by definition. On the other hand, by Lemmas 2.4 and 
2.2(a), (b), 
CC 
r., -r,p r2p r.. --+ t 
2 is L rl p+l >( 0 p+l > 
‘,,~j,I(‘~-~)(‘~-~-‘2)=“i(‘-t2~). (3.16) 
The left-hand side of (3.16) is non-negative since there are no integers in 
the intervals 
(3.17) 
Thus the right-hand side is non-negative implying I, < (p - l)/(p + 1). 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that x2 is an integer. Then d = - 1 and the design 
is type-l. 
Proof By Lemmas 3.5(b) and 3.2, IB, 1 = 21 -x2 for all blocks B, not 
containing all treatments of class 2. On the other hand, if some B, contains 
all treatments of class 2 then kz =e2 and, by (1.5), (1.6), kk = d+ 1. Thus 
da -1. 
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By (3.9) and Lemma 3.5(b), rii = r2 - (A -x2) for all i, j > e,, i # j. By 
Theorem 1.10, there exist i, j> e, with rii = rr,/(p + 1)l. Hence 
t2 =r2 -(L-x,)-L=- 
p-llp+l+d 
p+l p+lIp+A-1’ 
(3.18) 
By Lemma 3.7, t2 <(p-- l)/(p + l), so d< -1. Therefore the only 
possibility is d= - 1 and, by Theorem 1.7, the design is type-l. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Suppose first that there eixsts iE ‘is, such that rii 
depends only on the class of j. Then, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3(a), (b), 
vi = Yi = (e1 - 1) 
( (p-lY)(sr:-l)~+e2((p”rp,,)’ 
=u,(P+l)(h+N) 
’ (p - 1)2 (el - l)e,’ 
(3.19) 
Thus Ui = 0 or, by Lemma 3.3(a), Vi = 0. In the first case, Lemma 2.1 
implies that r,/(p + 1) is an integer and, by Theorem 1.6, the design is 
type-l. In the second case, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 imply that (A-x1)/p is an 
integer and Theorem 3.1 proves that the design is type-l. 
The proof is analogous from the assumption that there exists i E %Z2 such 
that rii depends only on the class ofj. 1 
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